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Aloha Bay



Aloha! For thirty years, Aloha Bay has been helping retailers and individuals find sustainable home décor and spa products for their customers and families. Our eco-friendly candles and Himalayan salt products are made from the finest natural ingredients in an artful design of perfect proportion and beauty.

[image: WFTO Guaranteed Fair Trade]Around the world, Aloha Bay supports farmers, craftspersons, and other workers in earning a living income. This helps maintain cultural and traditional lifestyles into the future while creating lasting relationships with the local and global communities that we serve.

Aloha Bay is a member of the World Fair Trade Organization (WFTO) which guarantees that Aloha Bay is in compliance with the WFTO global Fair Trade Principles and the WFTO Fair Trade Standard.

To place an order, browse our menu on the left or the pictured categories below. Retailers, please visit our wholesale page.
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Chakra Candles, Incense, & Melts
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Fragrance Free Candles
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Rainbow Candles
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Essential Oil Candles
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Perfume Blend Candles
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Beeswax Candles
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Feng Shui Candles
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Candle Holders & Accessories
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Himalayan Salt Lamps
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Aroma Lamps
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Table and Cooking Salt
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Himalayan Bath Salt Products
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Chakra Candles, Incense, & Melts
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Fragrance Free Candles
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Rainbow Candles
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Essential Oil Candles
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Perfume Blend Candles
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Beeswax Candles
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Feng Shui Candles
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Candle Holders & Accessories
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Himalayan Salt Lamps
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Table and Cooking Salt
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Himalayan Bath Salt Products
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Free Shipping!
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	Enjoy free shipping on retail orders over $50 to the USA.
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April Specials

20% off these favorites
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USB Salt Lamps
rough-hewn or geometric shaped USB lighting
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Feng Shui Votives
choose from 5 colors and scents
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Feng Shui Gift Box Jars
100% pure essential oils scents
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Feng Shui Tall Jars
incredible 100 hour burn times!
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Aroma•Cology™
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Chakra Incense
choose from seven scents

[image: ][image: Picture of Chakra Melt with Warmer]
Chakra Melts & Warmer
fragrance your home and office
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Aloha Bay is the #1 expert in Aroma•Cology™
This relatively new science explores the feelings evoked by both natural and synthetic fragrances. We choose scent combinations that promote positive life intentions and enhance emotional well-being.

To create our distinctive fragrances, Aloha Bay draws from three scent sources: 100% pure undiluted, therapeutic grade, essential oils; natural plant isolates and extracts such as almond, vanilla beans, and berries; and designer, synthetic fragrances.
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Aloha! For thirty years, Aloha Bay has been helping retailers and individuals find sustainable home décor and spa products for their customers and families. Our eco-friendly candles and Himalayan salt products are made from the finest natural ingredients in an artful design of perfect proportion and beauty.
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Chakra Candles, Incense, & Melts
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Fragrance Free Candles
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Himalayan Salt Lamps
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Aroma Lamps
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Table and Cooking Salt
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Himalayan Bath Salt Products
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Chakra Candles, Incense, & Melts
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	Enjoy free shipping on retail orders over $50 to the USA.
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April Specials

20% off these favorites
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USB Salt Lamps
rough-hewn or geometric shaped USB lighting
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choose from 5 colors and scents
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Feng Shui Gift Box Jars
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Feng Shui Tall Jars
incredible 100 hour burn times!
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Aroma•Cology™
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Chakra Incense
choose from seven scents
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Chakra Melts & Warmer
fragrance your home and office
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Aloha Bay is the #1 expert in Aroma•Cology™
This relatively new science explores the feelings evoked by both natural and synthetic fragrances. We choose scent combinations that promote positive life intentions and enhance emotional well-being.

To create our distinctive fragrances, Aloha Bay draws from three scent sources: 100% pure undiluted, therapeutic grade, essential oils; natural plant isolates and extracts such as almond, vanilla beans, and berries; and designer, synthetic fragrances.
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